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• Six walking Trails

• The Fellfoot40 cycle 

route



Talkin Tarn

Castle Carrock

Ainstable

Brampton & Gelt Woods

Kirkoswald

Long Meg

Walking Trails

Take the time to slow your steps, think 
about people that have come before, or 
simply sit, close your eyes and listen to 
the sounds that make these places so 
special!

northpennines.org.uk





Reflect… on the journey that these birds have made.

Swifts’ numbers have fallen by 
50% in the last decade

[Excerpts from Kirkoswald Leaflet]

Breeding Swifts

If you are here in Spring and early summer, you will see swifts circling 

overhead. Arriving from Africa they will be nesting in the new swift 

boxes installed on houses by the local community and Penrith Swift 

Group, supported by the Fellfoot Forward scheme. 



Raven Beck



Behind the names of places

high humped shoulders 

beckon us to come closer to the sky - Talkin Fell, 

Cold Fell, Watch Hill, Cardunnoth Pike -

you can see for miles.

Harriet Fraser





Pause, ponder, pedal on

Fellfoot40

A self-guided 40-mile cycle 
route designed to promote the 
health and well-being of 
individuals, support the local 
visitor infrastructure, and 
encourage a diverse group of 
resident and touring cyclists to 
engage with the area’s natural 
and cultural heritage. 

northpennines.org.uk
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https://www.google.com/maps/d/u/0/edit?hl=en&mid=1EHlQTW_3JfgNL4ZolP7pYj9jhV3D3vU&ll=54.82016293293036%2C-2.8091619824218728&z=11








A vision for Fellfoot Forward 
2020 – 2024

We will connect Fellfoot communities, strengthen their 
ties, and help them work together to realise their shared 
vision for a ‘slow’ landscape; one that is resilient, rich in 
wildlife, accessible, and that encourages deep 
engagement with our natural and cultural heritage.



£2.3 million towards a £3.5 million scheme
Thank you to the those who play the National 
Lottery

Also received £83,000 from the Arts Council 
England, Westmorland & Furness Council and 
Cumberland Council  



Partnership Working 



When the scheme closes in spring 2024 the partners will still be here.

Continue to connect, input, take part in events, 
workshops and consultations. Keep in the loop for 
funding opportunities to help refine your business 
and explore new initiatives. 



Thank you 

“Cumbria’s best kept secret: 
Eden is Eden”

Fellfoot Forward LPS consultee
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